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A: Choose the odd one out. 
1. a)hiking              b) disease                 c) heart attack                 d) illness 
2. a) meal              b) medicine               c) cure                                d) drug 
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2 B: Choose the best answer . 
3. Every one has his own ……………. Personality and characteristics  
a) divers             b) decorative               c) unique                  d) Surprised 
4. The Sahara is a …………….. desert in Africa. 
a) kind              b) vast                     c) silver                 d) uncertain 
5. Eating fruits and vegetables can ………………. high blood pressure. 
a) prevent             b) reflect                  c) silver             d) attack 
6. They insist on knowing the ……………. Of the murderer. 
a) personality           b) relationship             c) identity          d) notice 
7. Some parents cannot ………… all the needs of their children . 
a) meet                   b) cure                   c) seek               d) exchange 
8. Today people's …………. has changed. They prefer fast food to home dishes. 
 a) skill            b) feeling                    c) taste                 d) art 
9. A young woman ………...... Marry for her new dress . 
a) measured                  b) checked in            c) gained               d) increased 
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3 C: Check the best  answer. 
10. IF the teacher ……….. English most of the time ,our listening comprehension will 
improve. 
a) spoke                    b) speak                  c) has spoken             d) speaks 
11. They were greatly ….......... at the news . It was so surprising. 
a) surprise              b) surprising              c) surprised                  d) to surprise 
12. My parents have saved enough money to go abroad …………….. last year. 
a) for            b) at              c) yet            d) since 
13. You should ask her to help you . she has ……………. Information on the mather you 
need. a) much           b) lots              c) many          d) a lot 
14. would you like …………….. lunch with us today ? 
a) had               b) to have                  c) having                  d) would have 
15. Let's go …………. . we have nothing  to eat at home. 
a) shopping            b) shop             c) shopped             d) will shop 
16. Ramin was really sad …………. Us soon . He nearly cried. 
a) to leave           b) left                  c) was leaving         d) leaving 
17. why were you running fast ? I was running fast ……………. The bus. 
a) catch                  b) catching                  c) to catch             d) caught 
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4 D: put the words in the correct order. 
18. health / is / doing / your / exercise / for / useful. 

19. never / cathy / to china / has / traveled / yet. 

20. Jump/ hurt / river / into / the / yet / yourself / if / will / you . 
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E: Fill in the blanks with correct from of the verbs in brackets.  
21. Jason will go on tour to china if he ………….. enough money.( have ) 
22. Nancy …………. Playing the piano since she was 7 years old .( Practise ) 
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6 F: Fill in the blanks with your own words 
23. If Helen keeps nagging all the time , her husband ……………. Kick her out of the house 
. 
24. The Robinsons have lived in seoul ………..…. 37 years . 
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7 G: Match the words with their definitions. There is one extra word. 
25. Spending time with friends                                                                   a) reflect                   

      b)hangout                           26. a person who produces beautiful things  
like painting , sculpture , etc.                                                                      c) humankind 
27. with all parts existing in the right number .                                      d) artist 
28. to show something                                                                                e) balanced 
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8 H: unscramble the given words . 
29. A …………… ( aytelhh ) diet contains lots of fruits and vegetables. 
30. This poem …………. ( fectrlse )the poets love of Shirin . 
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9 I: underline the best answer . 
31. My father enjoys ( traveling – to travel ) by train . 
32. She was surprised ( to see – have seen ) her father after so many years. 
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10 J: Put the words in brackets in the correct places. 
33. Jack is late for school . ( always ) 
34. Have you tried sushi? ( ever ) 
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11 K: Cloze test : 
The modern ….35…. has both positive and negative effects on people’s lives . Modern 
technologies have enable us to have easy ….36…. to information and experience fast 
….37…. . 
Have you ever ….38…. a world without the internet , tablets , cellphones , airplanes and 
vaccum cleaners ? Technology is the ….39…. if our time. 
35. a) notice                  b) lifestyle              c) tongue                  d) societies 
36. a) stop                     b) region                 c) way                       d) access 
37. a) communicate    b) problem             c) travel                    d) space 
38. a) believed              b) die                      c) imagined              d) exist 
39. a) education           b) mission               c) example               d) miracle 
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 02 جمــع بارم  

 موفق و پیروز باشید
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